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A New Era Begins

On the. cover-Marvin L. G oldberger.
newl y install ed president of the
Ca lifo rnia Institute of Te chno logy,
deli vers his inaugural address. The
inauguration was a gala occasion that
included mo re th an 5,000 gu ests
assembling o n a sunl it Beckman Ma ll
on th e morning of October 27. An d
there were other-though sma llerfestivities before and after as well.
"Caltech: Harnessing Science and
Technology with Wisdom," which
begin s on page 7, is Goldberger's
statem ent about some of his hopes
and plans for Caltech's future. More
pictures of th e participants and the
parties appear o n pa ges 2 to 6.

a contingent of Ca ltech tru stees and
fac ulty would be acco mpanying
President Marvin G oldb erg er on a trip
to China , we knew we wan ted to
publish a story of the tr ip. It was o ur
good fortune th at Rodman W Paul
Edwa rd S. Harkness Professor of '
Histo ry and acting chairman of the
division of the humanities and social
sciences, was to be a mem ber of that
group-and that he was willing to
keep a diary for the duration. Pa ul has
a number of qualifications for telling
such a story. On e is that he is a
prolific a nd distin gui shed writer of
histor y, alt hou gh his special field is not
the Orient but the American West.
But neither he nor we cou ld have
pr edicted that diary-keeping wou ld
prove so fascinatin g th at it wou ld turn
into a two -part article. "Caltech Goes
to China : E ntries from a Diary" on
page 24 is Part I; Part II is slated to
appear in an earl y issue.

Looking Up

Ev en though Gillian Knapp started
life in Liverpool, England, she considers herself a Scot. She was reared
in Edinburgh and took her BS in

phy sics at the university the re in 1966.
T hen she came to the U nited States to
study astronomy at th e Un ivers ity of
Mary land-a school she chose partl y
becau se of its proximity to th is
nation's capital. She was awarded her
PhD in astr onomy in 197 1.
Opti cal astro no my had bee n an
interest of Knapp's since she was a
child, but she found tha t, on the
eastern seaboard, viewing was somethin g between not part icula rly goo d
an d im poss ible. She was, however,
able to turn to radio astronomy and
extra-galacti c research, and she has
found it a very happy substitute.
After a sho rt stint of teaching at
Maryl and , whil e her husband finished
work fo r his degree. K nap p took a job
as a research fellow at Ca Itech in 1974.
In 1976 she was promoted to senio r
research fellow and made a staff
member of the Owens Va lley Rad io
Observatory. Now she spends a
qu arter to a third of her time at Owen s
Va lley and puts in an occasiona l
sessio n at Pa lomar. Between the two,
she considers herself privileged to
work with the best equi pme nt in the
wor ld. Last May Kn app gave a
Watson Lecture abo ut some of that
work. " Interstella r Mo lec ules" on
page 16 is adapted fro m th at talk.
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It was Caltech's bigg est celebration. Nearly 5,000 people came to the inaugu ral ceremony in the Court of Man.

Inauguration of
the President
October 27, 1978

Some pictorial highlights
from the inauguration
of
Marvin L. Goldberger
as Caltech's
fourth chief executive

The new president gets hi s first congratu lations from
R. Stanton Avery , chairman of the board of trustees (left).
and Arn old O. Beckman, eme ritus ch airman.

Ap plause for President Gol dberger from Arno ld O. Beckman ,
cha irman of the board of trustees emeritus ; Murray Gell- Mann. .
Nobel Laureate ; and Alumn i
President John Fee . . .

and from his wife, Mild red, and two sons, Joe l and Samuel

and-in their own spec ial
way, of co urse- from the students. who lowered this banner
dur ing the ce remony .
Linus Pauling , professo r of chemistry emeritus and Nobe l Laureate , elicits a reaction fro m three spec tators, who are still
too young to understand why g rown men d ress up this way.

More than 500 guests attended a dinner on the night
before the inauguration, and
the Goldberqers managed to
greet most of them .

Table s for more than 850 luncheon gues ts
fil led every co rner of the Athenaeum. Governor Willia m Scranton and Mrs. Scra nton , who
is a member of the Caltec h board of trustees ,
work their way thr oug h the west patio.

A smili ng, newly installed
President Gold berger strides
down the Olive Walk toward
the post -inaugu ral lunc heon.

The Averys , the Goldbe rgers, the
Gell-M anns. and Fred Anson , who
was chairman of the presidentia l
search cornmittee . lunch at the end
of a job well-and happily-done.

James J. Mo rga n, Professor of En vironmental En gineerin g Science;

Ch airm an of th e Facult y
The facult y pre sidential search committee had a strong sense th at the new
challenges a nd opp ortunities at th is point in Cattech's history called for a
pre sident who was an intellectual leader. with an excellent reputati on as a
scholar . , . who would man age the Institute with jud gment in selecting people.
rea sonable acce ssibilit y to the facu lty, and a willingne ss to listen . . . who had
a genuine inte rest in students and tea ching and a feeling for academic life .
We are happ y ind eed to have found the president who embodi es all of these
qualities. Dr. Goldberger-Murph-the faculty welcomes you to Ca ltee h.

Raym ond G. Beau soleil, Jr.,

President of the A ssociated Stu dents
In spite of the eno rm ity of the responsibilities conferre d upon him tod ay. Dr. Go ld berger has remain ed
both am iable and approa chable. H e has pr om ised
that, whenever possible, his office will rem ain o pen to
all. and he is not unwilling to ta lk ove r lunch at
Cha ndler Dining H all. As a representat ive of the
und ergraduate s I have emphasized our react ion s to
his accomplishments. It sho uld become appa rent th at
he is equally respon sive to the need s of th e entire
Cal tech community.

M ur ra y Ge ll-Ma nn , R obert Andrews Millikan Professor of Th eoretical Physics;

Nob el L aureate. Physics 1969
You all know that he has made enormously important co ntributions to th e
theory of fundamental ph ysics . . . but his interests and achievements
have been exte nded to man y othe r fields. He was, for exampl e, a member of
President John son's Science Adv isory Co mmittee. chairman of some of its
panel s. It has always bee n nat ur al to make Murph chairman or preside nt.
He is an obvio us person for a leader-first of all because he enjoys it so
much . For a nother thing, he does a splendid job witho ut being ob noxiou s
-except occ asionally to peopl e who really deserve it.

Leo na rd I, Beerman , Ra bbi, Leo Baeck

Temple, W est Lo s Angeles
Bless this In stitute and bless its pr esident ; guide and gua rd th em . G ra nt unt o
him a wise heart , and grant unt o him
also a generous port ion of humormuch needed in Pasad ena , a nd in other
parts of thi s very somber wor ld in
which we have been fate d to live. An d
give to him , and to all who serv e wit h
him in the quest fo r knowledge and w is~
dom. the courage to be humble and the
mu scle to be compassion at e, so that
whatever th eir minds and hearts seek to
do , the y may do with all their might.
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Inaugural Address

Caltech:
Harnessing Science
and Technology
with Wisdom
by Marvin L. Goldberger

hanks to all of you for coming here to be part of
this occasion . Some of you are my family, some of you
are my oldest friends, some of you are my newest
friends , some of you represent institutions I've had the
privilege of being associated with in the past, but all of
you are friends of Caltech-one of the greatest centers
of research and education in the world. All of us here
are proud that you have taken time to be with us today.
As most of you know, I have not been here very
long-only since the first of July. In these past four
months I've had a lot of catching up to do. Unlike many
of my wiser (or luckier) colleagues, I had never had
any professional connection with Caltech. Of course I
have known many people on the faculty and had for
over 25 years known and admired the two previous
presidents-Lee DuBridge and Harold Brown. But
everyone who works in scientific research soon learns

about the California Institute of Technology through
following the contributions to one 's own field that are
made here, through meeting all the outstanding people
who have Cal tech associations-the former undergraduate or graduate students , and the postdocs, whom
one encounters in leading institutions all over the world.
In January of this year I came, at the invitation of
the search committee, with my wife for a two and onehalf day exposure to the whole Caltech constituency:
faculty, staff, administration, students, and trustees.

This was at least as difficult as a PhD exam, and I
frequently wondered how well I was answering their
questions. At the same time , the whole experience was

tremendously exciting, simply because I was actually
being considered as a serious candidate for the
presidency of this institution. Furthermore, the social
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events we attended gave both my wife and me the
feeling of being welcomed by new friends, rather than
being looked over critically. After March 6, 1978, at
2: 37 p.m. eastern time, when I received a telephone
call from Stan Avery telling me I had in fact been
chosen for the presidency, we visited Pasadena several
times before moving out for good. As you can see, the
elapsed time has been short, but we already feel very
much at home in the Cal tech community and even in the
larger community of which Caltech is an important part.
Since that day in March I have been faced with the
reality of being the fourth chief executive officer at
Caltech. I have been trying hard to learn how the
Institute works , and how it came to be what everyone
knows it is-namely, the best at everything it does.
I have been pondering some of the questions addressed
to me last January about what I would do if I got the
job. I've done some reading and lots of talking to all
the different kinds of people who have a stake in
Cal tech. I've been sorting out some of the ideas on
education and research acquired in 35 years of
experience. I've been worrying about recent national

trends and the attitudes in Washington and elsewhere
toward support of research. I'd like to share some of
these reflections with you.
It seemed reasonable to begin reading about Caltech
by going to Robert Millikan's autobiography. In an
early address he gives a definition of the Institute that
is still very much to the point: "The Institute is a
university in the sense that it has a graduate school in
which profound scholarship and the highest order of
creative work are found.
"It is a college in the sense that it confers a
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bachelor's degree and aims to cultivate intensively the
humanities through devoting special attention to
English, including literature, history, and economics.
"It is a technical school in the sense that it is
attempting to give the men (and now we add, obviously
and most emphatically, women) who go out from its
walls with such a cultural background and so thorough
a training in the fundamentals upon which all engineering rests as will enable them to take an outstanding
place in the progress of industry and science."
He went on to say that the Huntington Library,
and particularly the Mt. Wilson Observatory, were of
special importance: "These three things-fundamental
and creative science, applications of science, and
cultural background make this a unique research and
educational enterprise." Aside from some obvious
omissions such as JPL and the full panoply of the Hale
Observatories, this 1921 definition of Caltech sounds
remarkably fresh and accurate.

How do we change, staying vital
and at the forefront of research and
education, without much growth?

A number of noteworthy things have happened
since Dr. Millikan made these remarks, and he played
an important role in many of them. One of these was
the establishment of a division of biology in 1928
under the leadership of Thomas Hunt Morgan. We shall
celebrate the 50th anniversary of this occasion next
month with an international symposium. Another was
the building in collaboration with the Carnegie Institution of Washington of the great 200-inch telescope at
Palomar. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory dates from
1936, when a small group led by Theodore von Karman
developed an interest in the basic principles of rocket
propulsion. JPL became affiliated with NASA in 1958
and has played and will continue to playa central role
in the nation's space program.
More recently, beginning about 1968 a strong group
in the social sciences has developed here which includes
economics and political science, and both of these
activities have vigorous graduate programs. Finally, I
should mention the Environmental Quality Laboratory
(EQL), which was established in 1971 to carry out
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multidisciplinary policy studies of important
environmental problems.
So much for the past. What now for the future?
I once received a letter from a colleague recommending
a particular postdoc which ended with the following
statement: "Dr. 1. is small of stature, but he has a
fighting heart." Caltech is small in size, certainly not in
stature, and it has and will continue to have a fighting
heart. This is fortunate because the competition for the
very best people is fierce and, as in other arenas, the
strong take from the weak, but the smart take from the
strong. I agree strongly with James Conant that the
way to wreck a university is to make good appointments. Good appointments are not good enough; it
must be only the very best that we care about.
One of the great virtues of Caltech is its smallness.
I don't envisage any substantial growth in the near
future. At our present size, we can avoid the inertia of
larger institutions, and we can move quickly when we
decide what we want to do. Nevertheless, if there is a
good idea in research or in education, our stature gives
such innovations great influence.
The basic problem we face is the following: How
do we change, staying vital and at the forefront of
research and education, without much growth? Sir
Lawrence Bragg at Cambridge sometime during his long
career enunciated two important principles that are
worth recalling in this connection: First, don't try to
re-create the glories of the past, and second, don't
follow the crowd. We must be sure that the argument
that begins with the statement, "Caltech has always
been strong in . . . ," doesn't force us to neglect new
initiatives in order to preserve ancient traditions. As for
following the crowd, we obviously cannot neglect certain
popular demands when we have educational obligations
to meet. But in the research area, it is often unprofitable to make radical shifts just to accommodate what
may be transient swings. More important, I don't want
to be in the position of playing catch-up if it can be
avoided. I'd prefer that others be trying to catch us.
In the course of changing without growing we must
occasionally be daring. We have to be prepared to seize
opportunities to strike out in new directions, to bring
people or programs to Caltech that will make real
qualitative changes. This may call for an occasional
discrete jump in the size of a particular staff and for
special funds. I'm eager to respond to such initiatives
from the faculty, and I cannot promise to forbear doing
some needling if they are not forthcoming..
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In a more modest vein, I'd like to mention a few
conventional areas that I see as immediate targets for
improvement and perhaps even a little change. The first
of these has to do with undergraduate education. Our
undergraduates are phenomenal. Historically, they have
been phenomenally successful, using any criteria uf
success. Since Thaven't been here very long, it's not
clear that all the impressions I've gathered are entirely
accurate, but I feel there is enough truth to what I've
heard to express some concerns. In spite of the
initiation of the pass-fail option for the freshman year,
we lose too many students. No institution can hope to
graduate its entire freshman class, but Caltech ought
to be able to hold most of the students it selects with
such care. There are many reasons for the losses. Let
me draw attention to the one that concerns me the most,
which is also the one we can do something significant
about immediately.
The material in the undergraduate curriculum is
necessarily difficult, but it is also frequently boring and
the students become disillusioned and impatient. In an
institution like this, where the faculty are engaged in
important and absorbing research and scholarship, it is
often tempting to avoid giving undergraduate teaching
the attention it requires to instill a sense of excitement
in the students. T want to urge the senior, most
distinguished, faculty to undertake this task, but I warn
you, it is much more difficult than graduate teaching.
I'm sure that our faculty, some of whom I'm told have
never taught undergraduates, can cope with the difficulties. Because our students are so exceptional, they
deserve the best we have to offer.
It's worth remembering what we are trying to
achieve with our undergraduate programs. Some significant fraction of our students will go on to graduate
school. Some, particularly in the applied sciences, will
go to work in industry. Some will go into law or
medicine or politics. The latter is an area where we
desperately need technically trained people. As part of
the educational experience of all of these different
groups, I want to suggest that the faculty consider a
requirement of independent study leading to a senior
thesis for all students so that they can experience the
reality of research and the exhilaration of accomplishment that goes with it.
While I'm on the subject of education, I must say
that while our graduate programs are extremely
successful, there is no room for complacency. There
are some areas in Which, to my positive knowledge, we
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"Science is at best knowledge;
it is not wisdom. Wisdom is
knowledge tempered with judgment."

are not attracting the very best graduate students, and
we must understand the reasons for this and take
corrective steps.
I anticipate significant change in some other areas
of our educational and research endeavors in the near
future. In his definition of Caltech, Dr. Millikan stressed
the importance of the humanities. This is a concept that
I feel very strongly about. Lord Ritchie Calder has said,
"Science is at best knowledge; it is not wisdom.
Wisdom is knowledge tempered with judgment." The
study of the humanities can help us immeasurably in
our quest for wisdom. There are those at Caltech who
believe there should be a major restructuring of the
relationship between science and the humanities. I shall
work hard with them in the coming months to understand these views. In the meantime I plan to move
swiftly to replace the losses we've suffered in recent
years in this area. I've promised the new chairman of
the Humanities and Social Sciences Division a significant number of senior appointments in the humanities
including the currently vacant Dreyfuss Professorship.
We will work to put together a group that has the
typical Caltech uniqueness and distinction. We shall try
to capitalize on our great local asset, the Huntington
Library, to help us attract scholars of distinction.
We have another great local asset which has not,
in my opinion, been exploited by Caltech as effectively
as it might be. This is the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
JPL is part of Caltech. It is, of course, far larger than
the campus. It has special roles, missions, and obligations to its sponsor, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The NASA/JPL association has been
an enormously fruitful one for the nation, and we look
forward to many more years of collaboration on exciting programs. What I would like to see, however, is an
even closer relationship between the campus and JPL
than we have now. A substantial number of professors
and students are already involved with various aspects
of JPL work, but I look forward to our seriously taking
advantage of the extraordinary educational opportunity
JPL provides us with. To have available a real live
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laboratory doing technical research, development, and
systems implementation at the very limits of technology
gives us an incredible advantage over any other
educational institution in the country. I shall urge the
faculty to look into means by which a solid work-study
program--call it what you will--can be instituted for
students of applied science, both undergraduate and
graduate. I hope we shall also take steps to encourage
and increase joint campus/JPL research activities,
particularly in the field of energy.
Finally, before leaving this subject of new initiatives,
I want to mention that we are about to begin construction on the Braun Cell Biology and Chemistry
Laboratories. This will give added impetus to our major
programs in biology, immunology, and the neurosciences. We shall also very soon see the start of the
Thomas J. Watson, Sr., Laboratories for Applied
Physics, which will enable us to broaden research
activities in this important area. We are initiating a
major effort in the physics department aimed at the
detection of gravitational radiation. We have a vigorous
and growing program in computer sciences. We are
embarking on a major new program in resource geology,
an area in which we already have considerable strength,
but one to which we are giving new emphasis. This
year, as a result of generous support by our trustees,
we have also established the Robert P. Sharp Professorship in Geology.
This all sounds very upbeat, as it is, and I have
every confidence that we will succeed in all of these
programs. There are, however, some clouds on the
horizon of which we must be aware. Consider the
outlook for continuing federal support of research,
upon which we count very heavily, just as all the
nation's principal research universities do.
For many years after World War II, basic research
in the physical sciences was heavily supported by the
Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission. In spite of the disclaimers on the part of
the scientists that no new super weapons, like the
atomic bomb, were likely to result from the research,
many of the defense agencies still secretly believed such
weapons might emerge. Right up to very recent times
the Congress held those beliefs.
A few years ago the following interchange took
place between Senator Pastore and Dr. Robert Wilson,
the director of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, at a hearing in connection with that laboratory's
500-billion-electron-volt proton accelerator:
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Senator Pastore: "Is there anything connected with the hopes of the accelerator that
in any way involves the security of the
country?"
Dr. Wilson:

"No, sir; I do not believe so."

Senator Pastore:
Dr. Wilson:

"Nothing at all?"

"Nothing at all."

Senator Pastore:
respect?"

"It has no value in that

And then Dr. Wilson said something which I feel
expresses the fundamental aspects of basic research
better than anything I've ever heard before or since.
Dr. Wilson: "It has only to do with the respect
with which we regard one another, the dignity
of man, our love of culture. It has to do with
those things. It has to do with are we good
painters, good sculptors, great poets? I mean
all the things that we really venerate and honor
in our country and are patriotic about. It has
nothing to do directly with defending our
country except to help make it worth defending."

Basic research sponsored by the mission-oriented
agencies, both defense and non-defense, has dropped
off enormously, although there are some hopeful signs
of new initiatives being taken by the Department of
Defense to once again support research in the
universities. Unfortunately congressional pressure in
recent times has forced agencies like NASA and the
Department of Defense to drop scientific programs.
Of even greater significance and importance is the
question of principle involved here, that missionoriented agencies should be concerned only with
applications and not with basic research. This is an
incredibly short-sighted view.
Let me give one example of the kind of thing that
can and did happen because of such short-sightedness.
For many years the Advanced Research Project Agency
(ARPA) in the Department of Defense supported
major programs in materials research in universities.
Now, just at a time when materials play such a critical
role, in solar energy, nuclear energy, controlled fusion,
fluidized-bed coal combustion, to name just a few areas,
the programs no longer exist.
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One of the frontier areas of science is high-energy
physics. The annual operating budget for the whole
effort in the United States is about $200 million. The
work is carried out at three major national laboratories :
Brookhaven, Ferrnilab, and the Stanford Linear
Accelerator. The people who do the work have been
trained in the universities and are mostly members of
university faculties. The program has been phenomenally successful by any measure; the field is dominated
by United States scientists; there are important contributions to technology, such as superconducting magnets,
high-powered microwave tubes, advances in electronics
and computer utilization; and Nobel Prizes have been
won. But shrinking support is beginning to slow the
program significantly. The European laboratories in
Geneva, known as CERN, and in Hamburg, called
DESY, arc growing rapidly both in facilities and
research support. At the present time, Western Europe
is spending almost twice as much as the United States.
Now, in all honesty, I must admit that the world
will not come to an end if some important discoveries
in high-energy physics are made in Europe. But I
dislike relinquishing supremacy in a fundamental field,
and I resent policies that inevitably mean we arc going
to come in second.
An atmosphere of tight spending in scientific
research has many unfortunate consequences and
dangers. First, good people are discouraged from entering the fields. Second, only the most powerful and best
established people get to work with the limited funds,
and thus the careers of young people are blocked.
Third, federal agencies tend to support their investments in national facilities to the detriment of the
universities; this sets up a chain reaction leading to a
decline in the quality of research, which in turn leads
to a decline in the training of a new generation of
scientists. Fourth, cutbacks in the funding of new
instrumentation are particularly dangerous to big
science, little science, and to industry; obsolescence of
equipment means a decrease in cost effectiveness; training students on such dying equipment makes them less
useful to industry; innovation is stifled and what used
to be our hallmark-s-our ability to respond to technological challenges from abroad-is threatened. For
example, our computer industry is going to be sorely
tried in the near future to stay ahead of Japan. Finally,
fifth, in an atmosphere of tight funding Lhere is a
Lendency to do what is safe and to steer away from the
true frontier areas where we can make real quantum
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jumps in our understanding.
Now what can be done to fight this trend? For too
long the scientific community and the universities have
adopted the attitude that what they were doing was so
obviously good that no arguments had to be presented
and that the money would just roll in. This is evidently
no longer true, and it is not going to he true in the
future. Nothing is accomplished by sitting back and
wringing our hands about the failure of Congress to
appreciate and support research, even in the face of a
very strong effort on the part of the Carter administration to increase significantly research funds. Nor can the
professional societies or the National Academy of
Sciences be counted on to plead the case. We as
individual scientists and as university administrators
have to take the initiative. We have a great product to
sell. We must write articles, give interviews, volunteer
to testify before Congress, enlist the help of technologically based industries, enter into arrangements with
the media to bring to the people the truly exciting case
we have to present about science and education. The
future of our country and even that of the world
depends on our ability to harness science and technology with wisdom for the common good and to
continue to push forward the frontiers of knowledge.
We at Cal tech have our work cut out for ourselves.
We must continue to rely heavily on federal support for
research, and we must help create the atmosphere that
will earn it. We must seek innovative methods for
interactions with industry and support from it for both
basic and applied research. We must win support for
our programs in the humanities by both deepening and,
perhaps at some future time and in some daring
fashion, broadening them. We must continue to be the
leaders in all of our areas of scientific research.
Research carried out in conjunction with teaching
forms the cornerstone of the American educational
system-in my opinion, the best in the world. We must
train students who will be the new and wise leaders in
industry, in public affairs, in the universities, and in
extending the forefront of knowledge.
This is a heavy responsibility for one small jewellike institution. But we stand on the heritage of
Robert Millikan, Lee DuB ridge, and Harold Brown.
I'm honored and proud to have the opportunity to
follow in their footsteps and to build upon the solid
foundation of greatness laid by them. I'll do my very
best, and with the help of the whole Caltech family, I
think we can reach our goals. :J
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The lfip of a Lifetime
How to endow a professorship-and have the time of your life

~e

idea was born in the fertile minds of Lee
Silver and Gene Shoemaker, and it first found voca l
expression in the Houston airp ort one day in 1975
when, in a gro unded plane, they were being pacified
with cocktails and snacks while a crew of mechanics
struggled to make the plane operab le.
Silver and Shoemaker, who were both involved in
NASA's lunar pro gram, were on their way back from
Houston to Ca ltech, where they are professors of
geology. Ultimately, talk got around to the geology
division in general and how to raise money for it in
particular-and that's when the idea surfaced. Back at
Ca ltech, they took the plan to Barcla y Kamb, the
division chairman, who was enthra lled but a little
skeptical. He called in one of the division sages,
Bob Sharp, profe ssor of geology, and tried it on him.
Sharp 's immedi ate reaction was that he wished he had
been smart enough to think it up himself. Kamb then
took the proposition to the Caltech developm ent staff
and several members of the administration, who

12

admitted it was ce rtainly unusual but wo rth a try.

The idea was to raise $ 1,000,000 for an endowed
professorship in geology by spo nsoring a special deluxe
raft expedition throug h the G ran d Ca nyon-a trip to be
guided by four of the best geologists in the coun trySilver, Shoemaker, Kamb, and Sharp. Thei r specia l
reason fo r launchi ng this ven ture was to c hange the

situation in which the geology division, unlike the other
divisions at Caltech , did not have a single endowed
c hair on its professorial roster.

To achieve this goal, do nors would be asked to
contribute $50 ,000 (or $75 ,000 per couple) and , in
return, the geology division would offer them th e trip
throu gh Grand Canyon as a gesture of thanks. T he trip
would provide a unique opportunity to learn about the
earth's history as read by geologists fro m the rocks
themselves. And it would all be combined with the
excitement and beaut y of the river and ca nyo n.

With a flair that would do credit to M adison
Avenue, the venture was christened "The Trip of a
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Lifetime." Kam b and Sharp went to work recru iting
don ors, with particular help from Stanton Avery,
chairm an of Ca ltech's board of trustees, William

associates in the last century. On th e 1937 expedition
Sharp made a classic, widely cited study of the ancient

Co rco ran, vice pres ident for Institute relation s, and

in the geological record of Grand Can yon. These
features are among the highlights of Grand Canyon
geology, and he was particularly eager to point them
out and explain them to the river-trip participants.

th e developm ent staff. Sue Walker and Gene Wilson
of Developm ent helped Sharp prep are brochures
("Alt hough we can't take you to the Moon, we offer
the next best thing . . . " ) , prospectuses, and other
mater ials, which we nt o ut to a num ber of potenti al
donors.

Th e resp on se was strong and enthusiast ic , and o ne

erosion surfaces that mark the two great unconformities

Bob' s historical pe rspecti ve was an important ingredient

in the intellectual fare of the trips, and he added to it
by bringing along a library of book s on the history
and geology of the canyon, which was made available

of the first to sign up, with his wife, was Stant on Avery .
" I was going to Europe this summer," said another

eac h afte rnoo n in camp, afte r the day's run was over.

trustee, "but this is such a unique philanthropic

greatest experience in river-running through the Grand

approach that I'm can celing that trip and going on the
canyon run with you guys." In good time ther e was a
clutch of prospective passengers.
The first trip, from May 16 to 22, 1976, raised
more than half of the needed $1,000,000. It took two

Ca nyon, having made the trip numerou s times to do
geological field work . A confirmed " river rat, " he
could regale the participants indefinitely with canyon
lore . In 1968, on the occasion of the John Wesley

more trips to reach the goal-a second run September

down the river from Wyoming to Lake Mead for the
purpose of recovering Powell 's original camera
positions and thus documenting photographically the
chan ges that had taken place in the canyon in the 100

25 to October 2, 1977 , and a third August 20 to 26,
1978.
Th e four geologists-Silver, Shoemaker, Kamb , and
Sharp-went on all three trips, except that Sharp

Amon g the four guides, Gen e Shoemaker has the

Powell centennial, he led a historic three-month trip

yea rs since Powell's expeditions. Gene's current

missed the second when he came down with a
spec tacular co ld. He did manage, ho we ver, to fly to the

research includes stratigraphic studies, by a new paleo-

assembly point in Las Vegas and see that everythin g
was in o rder for the trip. T hen, as the part y started
out, he climbed on a plane and flew home ("o ne of the
bitterest experiences of my life" ).
The physical organ izatio n of the trips was pro vided
by Western River Expeditions of Salt Lake City. They

sedimentary rocks of the Grand Canyon region , and
also studies of the late Tertiary and Quaternary history
of the Colorado River and the cutting of the Grand
Ca nyon. In add ition, he has prodigiously det ailed
knowledge of the genera l geology of the canyon in all
its aspects , which he shared enthu siastically with the

furnished boat s, equipment, and c rew, so that the

river-t rip participants .

magnetic method , of the Tria ssic and late Precambrian

Caltech geologists did not need to be concerned with
the mec hanics of running the river itself and co uld
concentrate on ente rtaining their passengers with the

natu ral history and geology of the Grand Canyon .
Their co ntributio ns we re not all academic , however.

They also added to the physical comforts of their guests
by supplying such luxu ries as Coleman lantern s, co ts,
air mattresses, and a well-stocked bar. It was Silv er

and Sharp who made all the arrangements and did the
hard work of handlin g the logistics.
On the river, Sharp's special role in the group grew
naturally out of his long experience with Grand
Canyon geology, dating back to his participation in
the Ca ltech-Ca rnegie expedition of 1937, which was
the first modern scientific expedition through the
canyon since the work of John Wesley Powell and his
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Sharp, Silver,an d Shoemaker expound on Grand Ca nyon geology
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The Trip of a Lifetime

thing campers leave behind them is footp rints . Fo r
example, the parties ca rried their own portable johns,
complete with small shelter tents.
A normal day on the river isn't particularly a rushrush affair. People wake between 6 and 7. The crew
has coffee ready, and soon produces a sturdy breakfast
---cantaloupe , grapef ruit, French to ast, sausage,

Travel on the river is alternately on millpond

Lee Silver's special connection with Gr and Canyon
arose in the course of his studies of the geochronology
and ura nium-lead geochemistry of crystalline basement
rocks in the southwest. Over the past two decades he
has run the river many times to collect important
basement samp les from the Gr anite Gorge of the
canyon. So he was the grou p's expert on the Older
Precambrian rocks, and he expounded eagerly on the
complexities of events that tortured these rocks one
to two billion years ago. In addition, he performed
expertly as bartender of the expeditions.
Barclay Kamb was the only one of the four guides
who had not run the river before, and therefore functioned more as a genera l factotum than a scientific or
historical expert. However, some years ago he had
worked in the Nava jo Indian Reservation east of
Grand Canyon, studying the Quaternary geology in
connection with the archaeology of this region, and this

scrambled eggs. Then everyone helps break cam p and
load the rafts.
During the day, aside from a stop for lunch, which
is usually something simple like fruit and sandwiches,
there are often as many as half a dozen stops at
different points of intere st. There might be a walk up
a side canyo n for a quarter or half a mile. Or a stop at
the mouth of the Little Colorado to go upstream a few
hundred yards for a swim in the turquoise blue water.
The water in the main stream is far too co ld to swim in;

it comes from the depth s of Lake Powell-winter
water that has sunk to the bottom there. Its temperature is in the low 50's. There are stops to look at fossils,
Indian ruins, and an abandoned asbestos mine. Sometimes there is a major excursion taking half a day or
more-up Ta peats Creek to Thunder River and the
falls, for example, a round trip of about five miles.
Of course, not everyone went on all of the
longer trips.
Travel on the river is alternately on millpond and
rap ids-which are actua lly ca used by little
"Boulder Dams" built into the river by debris fro m the
side canyons. The water above each rapid is ponded.
When the boat s hit the rapid, the passengers have to
grab onto the tie-down ropes, because it is often a wild
ride, careen ing down thro ugh huge churn ing waves.

experience was of value in conn ection with archaeo -

logical sites ( pueblo ruins and artifacts) that the groups
encountered. Kamb also entertained with accordion and
harmonica playing, and made photographic records of
the trips, including helping his son Barky make movies
of the first and final trips.
Eac h trip lasted a full week, starting with a gettogether in Page, Ar izona. The boats were put in at
Lee 's Ferry , and at the end of the run passengers were
helicoptered out at Lava Fa lls. This I SO-mile stretch
is about two-thirds of the length of the Grand Canyon,
the most spectacular part .
The re are many sandy beaches and bars making
pleasant ca mping spots along the river, often next to
rapids. All the campsites are kept spotless; the only
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... and rapids
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In the excitement there is much whooping and screaming , and whenever someone gets drenched, it is cause
for considerable mirth. Some even look for extra excite-

ment by sitting forward on the rafts, where the water
sprays up thick and fast. There are a great many small
rapids on the river, and going through these is simply
fun ; but the big rapids ("sockdolagers" was what the
old Powell expedition called them-and they still are)
are really exciting. In fact, if the rafts weren't so large,
the rough water would be terrifying. (This may be the
place to note that there was always a doctor aboard on
the trips, though he never had occasion to deal with
more than minor afflictions.)

There were about 15 people to a raft on the Caltech
trips, with a crew of two boatmen . The powered neoprene rafts -practically unsinkable and unflippablewere made of five big pontoons, laced together and
made so as to bend at two places fore and aft. Supplies
were carried in big waterproof boxes lashed securely to

the raft frame.
Everybody helped unload the rafts when they
stopped for the evening. While the crew cooked dinner
(steak, seafood , or some other delectable entree with
fresh vegetables and a salad), the geologists set up the
bar. Kamb would play the accordion or Sharp would
get out his library, and of course there was plenty of
talk-but not very far into the night. For nearly
everyone, bedtime came early.

There were few formal lectures, but the four
geologists were busy expounding at every opportunity
on the geology to be seen along the way. The geologists
themselves are so completely under the spell of the
Grand Canyon and the dynamic river that they can't
help but communicate that feeling to their guests. It is
strangely awesome to discover that in one trip down
the river you traverse nearly two billion years of

geological time . And in some places you can literally
straddle a billion years by putting one foot on one side
of a rock contact and the other foot on the other side.
They have a saying that no one is ever quite the same
once he 's experienced the Grand Canyon fun.
Even the professional boatmen were appreciative

of the expertise of the Caltech geologists. While waiting
at Lava Falls to be helicoptered out at the end of one
trip, Sharp overheard a conversation between two

boatmen from another group. One pointed to a boatman with the Caltech group. "That lucky guy," he said,
"just came down the river with four geologists! "

Sharp was eventually baffled by his colleagues
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Bob and Jean Sharp on the river

because , while he needled them repeatedly about what
they were going to name the endowed professorship
they were all working for, they seemed remarkably
unconcerned. It was only on the third trip down the
river, this past summer, that the other three geologi sts
finally let out the secret they had been cherishing since
the trips began. In fact , it was President Goldberger
who broke the news. He was an invited guest on this
trip, as were the geologists' wives-Gerry Silver,

Carolyn Shoemaker, Linda Kamb, and Jean Sharp.
On the third night out the party was settled in a
nice campsite near Unkar Creek, and after supper
Barclay Kamb called the group together. "Mur ph
Goldberger," he told them, " has something to say."
Beaming, Goldberger announced that this operation
was now a guaranteed success . The money had all been

raised. The endowed professorship was going to be
named for Bob Sharp. And the first occupant of the
chair would be-Bob Sharp.
Sharp was rendered temporarily speechless ("you
could have knocked me over with a feather") . Now
he can say, " It was a beautiful place to do it. Right
on the river. Beautiful evening. In camp. With some of
the people who were involved. And a satellite went
over." Murph Goldberger made a public announcement of the professorship in his inaugural address.
If there is one thing that distinguished this unique
fund-raising effort , it was that it was fun all the way
through. Everybody involved in it had a good timenot just the people who took the trips , but also the
people who worked to make the trips possible. And,
of course, the man who holds the new Robert P. Sharp
Professorship of Geology most of all. D
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Interstellar Molecules
by Gillian Knapp

W e n you look into the sky at night , you see our
galaxy as a band of light cros sed by dark patches.
New stars are born in dark patches like these , whic h
are not hole s in the galaxy but huge clouds of gas and
du st that block out the sta rlight behind them.
Our galaxy contains about 100 billion sta rs
arranged like a flat whee l turning slowly abou t once
every 100 million years or so. The stars in the galaxy
vary greatly in size, in age, and in the intensity of the
light they give off, but the light from each star will
eventuall y go out because stars burn by their own
internal energy, which will event ua lly be used up .
If you cou ld look at the galaxy from the top , you

We think, in fact, that when the universe first formed ,
it contained only two elements, hydrogen and helium .
We also know that the dark patches out of which the
stars are born are made of dust grains that con tain

atoms much heavier than hydrogen and helium, and
we think those atoms were produced during the deaths
of stars.

A star is a large spherical cloud of gas mainta ining
itself in a two-way equilibrium . It's in balance between

the inward force of gravity, which tend s to try to pull it
togethe r and contract it into a point, and the outward
pressure of radiation produced in its center by the
nuclear reactions that turn one element into another-

would see that the surface is not smo oth but irregular,

nuclear fusion . In the case of a star like the Sun, the

with the light emitted from great ar ms in a spiral
pattern. These arms are the places where both the gas
and new stars are the denses t, beca use it is ou t of the
clouds of gas and du st that new stars are born.
The uni verse consists mostly of the gas hydrogen .

fusio n is of hydrogen atoms into helium atom s. In so me
other stars helium atoms fuse into carbon atoms.

That's the first kind of balance-the balance that keeps
the star the size it is.
There's also a second kind of balance. The star is
shining, and energ y is radiated from its surface which
must be in continuous ba lance with the energy produced in its heart . Therefore, the star is continuously

losing energy , and so it ca n't last for ever. The length of
time it will last has an inverse dependence on its size.

A schematic cross-section of
a typica l star shows the balance between the force of
gravity and the rad iation
pressure w ithin the star, plus

The bigger the star, the faster it will use up its energy.
Whe n the star ha s lost all the energy it can produce
in its center and is no lo nger radiating energy, gravity
takes over and sta rts to crush the center of the star.
If the star is massive enough, the pr essure gets very high
in the center and more and more complex react ions

a second kin d of balancethat between the prod uction
of energy in the core an d the
loss of energy from the surface.
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take place . Eventually the reactions go so fast that the
process simply runs away, and the star blow s away its
outer envelope.
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In the smallest stars, the nuclear reactions are
fairl y slow, and the expl osion that blows off the outside
envelope is not a very violent one. The exp losion in
the center of a somewhat more mass ive star is more

to answer this question for the very simple reason that
you ca n't see through the da rk clou ds . Th e dust in them
completely sto ps starlight fro m passing throu gh.
Recently, however , two new avenues o f astron omi-

violent and more material is blown out. The most
violent stellar explosion of all is ca lled a supe rnova.
In such an exp losion, a sing le sta r can suddenly become brighter than a whole galaxy. As time passes, the
gas blown away from the exp loding star grad ually
diffuses through sp ace .
Th is expanding material doe s not contain just the
hydrogen and helium that made up the star origin ally.

ca l researc h have opened up . We have been ab le to
obse rve infr ared radiation and radio-frequency radiation
fro m interstellar molecules. Both of these form s of
radiation ca n pass complete ly throu gh dust clouds
because their wave lengt hs a rc much lar ger than the dust

It also co ntains heavier , more complicated atomic
nuclei pro duced in the nucle ar reactions in the center

the dark clouds and hope to build a sort of scenario of
the processes that lead to the formation of stars.
These great dark clouds are very large indeed.
They contain from about a thousand to a million times

of the star, and in particular that were produced in the
run away nuclea r reacti ons that immediately preceded
the final explos ion. Am ong the materials thrown out
into the galaxy by the explosion of a large star are
atoms of carbon, oxygen, sulfur, calcium , nitro gen,

uran ium-all of the atoms heavie r than hydrogen and
helium . These atoms fly out into space and grad ually
enrich-or contaminate-the hydrogen or helium gas
that is already there. So the dust clo uds from which
sta rs a re born depend on the deaths of an ea rlier genera tion of stars, and all the heav y elements of whic h this
earth and its inhabitants are mad e were produced in
such ca ta clysmic explosions earlier in the life of the
galax y.
\Ve know that the very hot stars we observe are
new because the hotter a star is the quicker it radiates
its energ y. Such hot sta rs can live only a few million
years or so, so we know that they have to have been
formed fairl y recentl y (in a cosmic sense) . Some of
these sta rs are surrounded by clouds of dust, whic h
sca tters the light from the star in the same way tha t
cigarette smoke scatters light and so loo ks bluish and
hazy . Some stars are sur rounded by gas whose
characteristic red glow shows that the gas is byd rogen
heated by the hot star to a very high temperatureabout 10,000 degrees Centigrade. So, when we sec
those newborn stars surround ed by gas and dust, it
see ms ver y likel y that they must have formed out of a
cloud o f gas. Th is is circum stantial evidence that stars

a rc formed in the large dust clouds.
How docs it ha~pen ? By the time we see a large
region o f glo wing gas surrounding a star, it is obviously

too late to watch the birth happen, because the sta r is
alrea dy formed. What goes on in a dark cloud tha t
cau ses the stars to form ? Until recently it was imposs ible
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grains themselves. Th e dust clouds co ntai n a large

variety of molecu les in gaseous form, and by studying
their radiation we ca n determ ine what is go ing on inside

as much materia l as o ur own Sun, which we ighs a

billion billion billion tons . The clo uds are also very
exten sive-perhaps two or three light yea rs in
diamete r-and of extremely low de nsity. The num ber
of molecules of oxygen and nitrogen and so on in a
cubic inch of air at sea level on the surface of the earth
is abo ut 100 billion billion. Insi de that same volume in
these da rk clouds out in space, the num ber of molecules
and atoms is on ly about 10,000. So, altho ugh
astronom ers often ca ll these objects " dense"- because
they are much den ser than the rest of the gas in the
galaxy- they arc nevertheless a much better vacuum
than anything we can get on the surface of the earth.
They arc tremendousl y rarefied, but because they are
so enormous there's a huge amount of ma terial in them.

What do observations of interstella r molecules tell
us, and how can we use that info rmation to find out

what is going on in the clou d? A typical interstell ar
mo lecule, one o f the most abundant, is carbon mon oxide, which con sists of an ato m of carbon and one of

oxygen , bo nded tog ether by a cloud of electrons aro und

The CO molecule can rotate
at various energy levels-that
is. with various values of
angular momentum (J) . A decrease in J (a loss of energy)
results in radiation.
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Interstellar Molecules

them. Because the carbon atom is different from the
oxygen atom, the electrons are dist ributed asymmetrica lly; that is, there are more electrons on one side of
the molec ule than on the other. So it just acts like a
small magnet, with the plu s charge on one side and the
negative charge on the other. Such a molecule, by
rotating like a dumbbell , can interact with the electro magnetic field and caus e rad iat ion that we see as light
or as radio or infrared waves, depending on the energy
and wave length of the radiation.
The molecules rotate, but things that small are
allowed to rotate only at specific speed s (their rotation
is quantized), and that means onl y with specific
energies. Th is is rather like saying , if you 're going up or
The trans ition from one value
of J to ano ther has a spec ific
energy diffe rence , dep ending
on what the molecu le is like
and how fast it is rotat ing.
Some of the trans ition s in the
rotational energy levels of CO
are shown above .
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down so me steps, that you can sta nd on one step and
the n the next , but there isn't any place to stand in
between. T here is a specific gap be tween one step and
the next. The ene rgy of rotation of the molec ules follows
these steps, and the molecules ' rotation can step up
and down and lose a ver y specific amount of energydepending on what the molecule itself is like and how
fast it is rotating. A mo lecule that has two heavier
atoms will rotate more slowly for a given amount of
energy than one with two lighte r atoms, for instance.
Since each molecule rotates with charac teris tic speed
and dr ops down these characteristic steps, each time it
do es so out comes rad iation of a particular wavelength
emitted on ly by this molecule. By meas uring the wave length of the radiation, you can tell which molecule is
emitting it. It's just like tuning through a radio band
and finding one station after another. Each time you
change the freq uency a bit , you hear the rad iation from
anot her sta tion . At on e particula r frequency you "hear"
the radia tion fro m one molecule; change the freq uenc y
and you get the radiation from another molecule. So
yo u can tell from the frequency of the radiation what
kind of molecule you 're obse rving.
Now the ene rgy doesn't come in at a very sharp
fre quency. Ideally, it would, but in spac e-as everywhere- the molecules inside the clouds are moving
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around because of the intern al hea t of the clo uds. The
clouds , in addition, might be rotating as a whole, as
well as expanding or collapsing . The rad iat ion from any
object that is mov ing is changed slightly in wave length.
Waves in the direction of mo tion of a moving molecule
get squeezed toget her , and so the wa velength gets
shorter. If the molec ule is moving away , the waves get
spread out, and the wavelength is longer. From tha t
small shift in the wavelengths at which the molecules
The rad iation from a mov ing
object sho ws the Doppl er
sh ift. It appears to have a
slightl y shorter wavelength if
the motion of the ob ject is
toward the observer (right)
and a longer wavelength if
the mot ion is away from the
observer (left) .

radiate, you can tell at what speed the mo lecule is
going. Since you have enormous nu mb ers of molecule s
in the clo ud and they 're all rushing aro und at their own
individual speeds, the radiat ion from the clo ud will not
occur at a sharp wave length, but will be spread out ove r
a sma ll range of wavelengths.

The resulting emission can be
expressed as intensity versus
wa velength. Th e sh ift in waveleng th (Ao to \) measure s the
spee d of approach or reces sian of the cloud . The wavelength spread p .;>..) measures
the intern al motions of the
cloud.
Wavele ngth

Fro m this you can tell two things abou t the cloud
of gas that is emitting the radi atio n. Fir st, if the
emission is at a wavelength a little different fro m the
proper central wavelength , you can tell that the clo ud
as a who le is moving away fro m or towa rd yo u at a
cer tain speed. Second, the emission does n't occur at a
sharp wavelength, but at a spr ead of wavelengths, so
you can mea sure the internal motions in that clo ud .
If the clou d is collapsing, for example, you ca n tell
how fast from the spread of the radiation. If it is
fa lling together very fast, the radi ation is spre ad ove r
a wide range in wavelength.
If the re are a lot of atoms in a clou d, but the
dens ity is low, then the radiatio n from them simply
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The intensity (I) of the emission of radiation from a cloud
measures the total number of
molecules in the cloud. The
smaller the number of molecules, the weaker the signal
(top) . You cannot tell whethe r
those molecules are in a lowdensity gas that is sp read out
(center) or in a high-density.

very condensed gas cloud
(botto m).
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adds up. If there are only a sma ll number of molecules,
you observe only a weak signal. If there are more molecules, you ob serve a stronger signal. Yo u can't tell
whether the molecules are in a low-den sity gas that is
spread out or whet her they are in a high-density, very
condensed gas clo ud. You ca n onl y measure the total
nu mber of molecules. On the other hand, the gas can be
so dense that, as one molecule radiates, the molecules
in front of it absorb the radiation. In that case, all you
ever sec is the front face of the cloud, so a few molecules produce the sa me intensity as a lot of molecules,
and all you ca n tell is the surface temperature of the
cloud. If the cloud is at a highe r tem perat ure, the
intensity of the radiation fro m the molecules at the
front is higher.
We ca n, then, get all this information ou t of
observations of molecu les in a gas cloud in space:
We ca n tell what molecules are presen t and how many
there a re of each ; we can tell what the tempe ratu re
of the cloud is, and we can measure the total density of
the cloud . By making these observations at various
po ints in a cloud, we can study the variations in
tempera ture and density across the cloud . Finally, we
can study the velocity fi eld in the cloud -how fast its
vario us parts are moving. Because the radiation is not
absorbed by du st, we can see right into the clou d.
It happens that most of the interste llar molecu les
that we have stud ied to date radiate at wavelengths that
vary between a few centimeters and abou t a millimeter
or so . Caltech is fort unate in having a beau tiful new
radio telescop e built by Robert Leighton at the
Owens Valley Rad io Observatory (s ee page 22). T he
telescop e con sists of a movable moun t tha t holds a very
large mirror, just like the mirror of an optical telescope.
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T he diameter of the telescope is ten meters, and it is
made out of hexagonal plates . The big mirror collects
radio radiation, which is reflected up to a second,
smaller mirror, and is then reflected back into a housi ng
that contain s receiving equipment operating at the
appropriate frequency. This equipment receives the
rad iat ion and amplifies it; then the signal goes into a
co ntrol room , where it is ana lyzed and reco rded.
The wavelength s at which inte rstellar molecules
radiate are usually very short, and the telescope surface
has to be accurate to much bette r than the wavelength
of the radiatio n that falls on it. Otherwise, it's like
gro und glass . You can't see a clear image through a
piece of ground glass beca use the surface of it is
rough, and the light waves are scattered as they
pass through. Th e wavelength of the rad io waves fro m
some interstellar molecules is abo ut a millimeter, so the
surface of the telescope that is observ ing them needs
to be accurate to much better than a millimeter all over.
T hat means that the shap e of the telescope, which is
idea lly a parabola, must not deviate by more than a
tenth of a millimeter all over- either in total sha pe or in
term s of local irregularities in the surface. Th e new
telescope at Owens Valley has been machined to be
accura te to much better than this tolerance and is, in
fact, by far the most accura te in the world .
A very large num ber of inter stellar molecules have
been discovered-over 40 species. Th ey are made up of
co mmon atoms-hydroge n, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen,
and sulfur-combined into molecules like form aldehyde, various kinds of alcohols, water, and ca rbon
monoxide . On earth, because the de nsity of the
atmosphere is so great, the natural state of hydrogen, o r
oxygen or nitrogen , is the molecular, bu t this is not
necessaril y true out in space. The density of materials
there is so low that most of it is in single atomic form.
It is only when the gas condenses and collapses together into a dense cloud that there are sufficient
numbers of atoms close eno ugh to each other for these
molecules to form.
Furthermore, out in space there's a lot of highenergy starlight th at easily destroy s molecules by
simply breaking their bonds open: It is only inside these
dense da rk clouds that molecules can get togeth er and
be protected by the dust from light fro m the nearb y
stars-thus allowing the molecules to persist.
In such clouds most of the hydrogen is in the for m
of hydrogen molecul es. It 's a particularly unfortun ate
propert y of the hydrogen molecule, however, th at it
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doesn't emit any radiation via rotational transitions.
This is because both atoms of the hydrogen molecule
are the same, and therefore the cloud of electrons
around them is evenly distributed, so that we can't study
hydrogen molecules by these techniques.
The most common molecule that we can study is
carbon monoxide. Another molecule that has been seen
in a couple of clouds in space is ethyl alcohol, and it
can be used to illustrate the enormity of those dark
clouds and of the space in which they are found.
The total amount of alcohol in those clouds-if distilled down into bottles-would amount to ten billion
billion billion fifths of alcohol at 100 degrees proof.
By comparison, the cloud from which our Sun formed
contained 100 billion billion fifths of alcohol.
Of course, getting your hands on that alcohol
wouldn't be easy. The densities are so low in space
that there is only about one molecule of alcohol every
cubic meter or so. This means that if the star ship
Enterprise had a scoop out in front of it with a surface
area of one square mile and was sweeping through
such a cloud at the speed of light, it would take it a
million years to gather enough alcohol for one drink.
The heaviest molecule observed to date is HCnN,
which consists of a long string of carbon atoms with an
H on one end and an N on the other. It appears that
carbon atoms like to form these long chains. The water
molecule is one of the commonest molecules found in
space. To date no truly life-forming molecules have
been observed, such as amino acids or glycine, nor
have any ring molecules been found. We have searched
for some of them, and they don't appear to be there,
but the frequencies of some of the others have not been
measured well enough for us to look for them.
Of interest to earthbound chemists is the fact that
molecules like N 2H+ and HCO+, which are singly
ionized-a very difficult thing to have happen on earth
-exist in abundance in space. On earth, densities are
so high that while certain simple molecules can form,
they immediately combine into more complicated
molecules. So some molecules simply can't persist long
enough on earth to be studied, but they can persist a
long time in space because the densities are so low.
We can also make a study of molecules that contain
isotopes. The common carbon monoxide molecule, for
example, consists of 12C1 60, but you can also observe
radiation from l 3C l 60. Comparing relative abundances
of these isotopes in space with those that you see on
earth, we find that the material out in space has been
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enriched with more heavy elements and more isotopes
through the process of stellar evolution.
Observations of a great many molecular spectral
lines, then, lead to the construction of the following
scenario for the formation of stars: A cloud of dust and
gas in space is held together by the force of gravity,
each molecule pulling on every other molecule and
holding the cloud together. It will not automatically
shrink down to a small object, however, because it is
also hot; the internal energy keeps the cloud from
contracting. Most clouds are pretty well in balance
between the outward force of their internal energy and
the force of gravity tending to pull them together. In
order for stars to form, something has to happen to
disturb that equilibrium.
To begin with, perhaps there is a cloud of interstellar gas of such low density that the material in it is
mostly in the form of atoms. Then something comes
along and gives it an extra squeeze. Such pressure
could come from several things that we know about in
space. One is the shock waves from the tremendous
explosions that take place when stars die. So the death
of one star may actually start the processes that result
in the birth of other stars.
Another possible way for these high pressures to
occur in our galaxy is from the non-even distribution of
material. The density is higher in the spiral arms of
galaxies than it is outside the arms. So if a cloud drifts
into such a region, the pressure would be higher and it
might get compressed.
However it happens, as the cloud gets compressed,
its density increases, and the material in it starts to form
into simple molecules like hydrogen and carbon monoxide. These molecules can radiate energy because they
are heated up by collisions with other atoms in the
cloud. Thus the cloud loses energy. its temperature
drops. and it collapses. When smaller pieces of it are
collapsed to much higher densities, the radiation of
molecules such as hydrogen cyanide, formaldehyde, and
so on can be detected. Then a little piece of this higher
density material. pretty well in spherical shape, starts to
get extremely hot in the center. Eventually it becomes
so hot and dense that nuclear reactions can start. Out
pours the radiation, which then balances the force of
gravity. and a star is formed.
The final stage in this story of the birth of a star is
that if the star is very hot and energetic, it will blow
away the dark cloud of gas and dust remaining
around it.
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1. The formation of a star begins when a cloud of dus t and gas
in space sta rts to co llapse. At that point the density (n) of ato ms
w ithin the cloud is not mor e than abou t ten per cub ic centime ter.

n = 10 - few 100

2. As the cloud co llapses, the dens ity of atoms becomes a few
hundred per cubic centimete r, and simple molecules like H2 and
CO are formed.

n

n

In summary, we have believed for a long time that
new stars were contiuou sly being born in th e dark
clouds in our galax y, but we didn't know how it was
happening because we couldn't see into the depths of
the se clouds. Thi s has been changed with the opening
up of new region s of the electromagnetic spectru m in
the short radio wavel engths and the infrared wavelengths. In the frequencies and intensities of those
wave s we can see the gradual increases in den sity and
the gradual collapsing of mat erial in the processes that
precede the formation of a star.
These regions are studied in the rad iation of some
fa irly exotic molecules, which ar e ver y interestin g in
their own right from the chemical point of view. Am ong
other things , they illustrate the ease of forming complicated molecul es containing carbon, and show us th at
the materials of the dark cloud out of which our Sun
formed contained a lot of heavy elements, and also
contained complex molecules (most of which would
be destroyed as the Sun was born) . So the seeds for
forming complicated organic molecules were already
there in the dark cloud. Such molecules formed not
only in our solar system , of course, but must do so in
the gas from which other planetary system s were born.
Perhaps such molecules contain the seeds of life everywhere in the universe. 0

=few 100

= 1,000 -10,000

3. Eventua lly regions of up to 10,000 atom s and molecules per
c ub ic cen timeter begin to appear here and there in the lowdens ity c loud. These higher density regions ca n be detected via
thei r em iss ion s from molecules such as He N, H 2CO , and CS.

4. Some of the highe r dens ity regions
contract into small sphe res, becoming
"protostars. "
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5. Because of gravitational collapse, the
center of such a proto star heats up, becoming more dense.

6. When the center becomes hot and
dense enough , nuclear react ions sta rt.
A star is born.
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The Millimeter-Wave Telescope '
M o s t work in radio astronomy is carried out in the
centimeter-wavelength region. But a new high-precision
millimeter-wave radio telescope at the Owens Valley
Radio Observatory has now opened up a whole new
region of the spectrum to study by astronomers.
The new radio telescope, which has been in
operation since November 1977, has already reached
the highest resolution ever achieved with a single-dish
radio telescope, and it has also achieved several times
"

better sensitivity than any other device for examining
millimeter-wavelength radio waves from space.

A pioneer in the relatively new field of radio
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astronomy, Caltech began operating its Owens Valley
Radio Observatory in 1958 with two radio telescopes
in the meter and decimeter range . Another was added

in 1969 , The use of these radio telescopes has led to
the discovery of essential information about the
universe, including the identification of the first quasars,

detailed mapping of the radiation belt around Jupiter,
and the mapping of the distribution of hydrogen in
nearby galaxies.
Studies of millimeter wavelengths and below should
now give astronomers new information about molecules
in other gigantic nebulae in outer space where stars
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conde nse from gas and dust. Some nebulae are almost
certainly sites where new stars are being formed tod ay,
and studies at these very short wavelengths will be
impo rtant in understandin g how stars are bo rn.

Until recentl y astronomers have been nearl y " blind"
at wavelen gths o f o ne millimeter and less, because the
techn ology needed to build the necessary receivers and

high-accu racy radio antennas had not been developed .
The original Caltech instru ment was constructed using
high-precision techn iques developed by Robert B.
Leighton, professor of physics, and his colleaguesAlan Moffet, direct or of the Owens Valley Radi o
Observatory and professor of radio astronomy; Gerry
Neugebauer, professor of physics; and Duan e O.
Muhleman, profe ssor of planetary science.
Two more millimeter-wave telescopes will be
installed at Owen s Valley in the next few years, and
the th ree telescope s, mounted on railroad tracks allowing them to be moved perhaps as much as 1,000 meters
apart, will co nstitute an interferometric array. The
millimeter-wavelength array should be capable of
resolution up to 100 times higher th an that of a single
large telescope.
A fourth telescope, with slightly greater precision,
will be installed on a mount aintop, to place it above
as much radiation-ab sorbing atmospheric water vapor
as possible. It will be used for high-sensitivity studies
of sub-millimeter wave s, who se wavelengths range
from o ne-tenth to one millimeter.

The construction of the telescope s is being suppo rted
by the Na tiona l Science Foundation. Other support for
initial design ca me from NASA, and the Oscar G. and
Elsa S. Mayer Charita ble Tru st provide d funds for the
con trol building. The Kresge Foundation of Troy,
Michigan , is suppo rting construction of the sub-millimeter mountaint op telescope . The telescopes will be
opera ted as nat ion ally available scientifi c facilities, with
as much as half the observing time allotted to visiting
sc ientists.

The instruments are being constructed using highprec ision techniques developed by Leighton and his
colleagues. Each lO-meter (34-foot) radio dish is
constr ucted with a framework of steel tubing , supporting a reflector surface composed o f interlocked

hexagonal pane ls. Each panel is an alum inum honeycomb about th ree inches thick-which affords both
strength and light weight-s-covered with thin aluminum
sheet s.
After assemb ly of the steel framework, and moun t-
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ing of the hon eycomb panels, the entire dish is rotated
on a turntable, like a gigantic lazy Susan, and the
honeycom b surf ace is shaved to the precise shape
required, using a fine, spinning saw blade. Then the
alu minum shee ts are glued in place, using a vac uum

process to mold them onto the honeyco mb. Th e sheets
may then be chemically etched to even finer tolerance.
In o rder for a telescope to be useful for focusing at
millimeter wavelengths and below with little distortion,
its surface must be a paraboli c c urve acc urate to better

th an two-thousandths of an inch or less. The new dishes
have surface accuraci es of about one-tho usandth of an
inch, and the sub-millimeter-wa ve telescope will have
an accuracy of less than one-thousandth of an inch. 0

Check ing the mirror of the prototype telescope
after final preparation in the old 200 -inch optical shop.

Caltech Goes to China
Entries from a Diary
by R odman lV. Paul
Las t summer Ma rvin L. Goldberger, presiden t 0/
Caltech, received an invitation to bring a ten-man
Caltecli delegation to visit educational institutions in
China, with the primary ho st being Tslnghua University
in Peking. Th e invitation was extended by Chou Pelyuan, who received his PhD at the In stitute in [9 28
and who is president 0/ Peking Unive rsity and acting
chairma n 0/ the Scientific and T echn ological A ssociation 0/ the Chinese People's R epublic. Such an exciting
offe r was accept ed happily, and these peop le set out
from LAX on Sept emb er 6:
Marvin L. Go ldberger, Presid ent of Caltech
R. Stanto n Avery. Chai rman 0/ the Board 0/ Trustees
Arnold O. Beckman. Ch airman Emeritus 0/ the Board
of Trust ees
Bruce C. Murray. Director 0/ the Jet Pro pulsion
Laborato ry
Seymour Benzer, James G . Boswell Pro fessor 0/
N euroscience, representin g the Di vision 0/ Biology
Robert F. Christy, Vice President and Provost. representing
the Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Robert H. Cannon, Jr.. Chairman 0/ the Division 0/
Engineering and Applied Science
Barclay K amb, Chairman 0/ the Division 0/ Geological
and Planetary Scie nces
Rodm an W . Paul, Acting Chair man 0/ the D ivision 0/
the Humanities and Social Sciences
Rochus E. Vogt , Chairman 0/ the Division 0/ Physics.
Mat hemat ics and Astro nomy

Septem ber 6: Departure day at last. It's only a few
weeks since Murph Goldberger startled us by an nouncing that he was going to invite the Division chairmen
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along with trustees Stan Avery and Arnold Beckman
to go with him to the People's Republic of China, but
it's been a scramble to tidy up the Division's business
and my own, read through half a dozen good histories
of China, get "shot s" at the Health Center, and buy
more camera film than I ever owned before. Clothing
has been no prob lem, since Murph, who has led two
previous expeditions to Chi na, tells us that for visitors
to egalitarian socia list China correct uniform is simply
sport shirts and washable slacks. ( Mildred Go ldberger
warns against loud-colored shirts because they would
contrast too much with the universal black or gray Mao
suits of our hosts.) We're told to bring one business suit
apiece to wear at the half-dozen formal banquets that
we are likely to be tende red.
As usual, the plane was late in taking off from LAX,
but now we're midway on as comfortable a flight as
anyone could ask for. Murph turn s out to be not only
a poker player but a winner.
Now approaching Tokyo, where we change planes
for Hong Kong. It's intriguing to realize that , altho ugh
we took off from LA X after I :30 p.m. and have flown
westward for ten hours and a half, we are only just now
seeing a golden red sunset over Mt. Fuji .
Se ptem ber 8, Hong Kon g: Murph has given us this
one day in Hong Kong to rest up before we ente r the
People's Republ ic, but it's too exciting here to loll
about. This is an intensely alive place. It must be the
most cro wded city in the world. The streets and stores
are fi lled with lively, cheerful-looking crowds that are
constantly in motion . There seem to be vast numbers
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filling menial jobs, presumably because the labor
market is flooded with both Ho ng Kong' s own local
poo r and with tho usands of refugees from the mainland .
The tall bu ildings that a re going up everywhere

shoulders a heavy load that is nicely balanced in two
parcels suspended from either end of a bamboo polea technique for weight-carrying that the Chinese have

suggest how sca rce, and hence expensive, land has

becau se a few farm truck s and some dark green trucks
of the People's Libe ration Army go roaring past, kicking
dust into the faces of the pedestrians, while bicycles
are omnipresent and used for carrying all sorts of loads
in additi on to the rider.

beco me. O ut in the harbor there is still another popul ation that lives afloat. The jun ks that are home for so
many are motorized now, to my regret, for I dea rly
wanted to see Chinese junks with the ir great recta ngular
sails tacking through this mass of international shipping.
For dinner we took a funicular tram par t way up
Victori a Peak, then hiked the rest of the way to a
restaurant from which we had a superb view o ve r the

city and harbor . Barcl ay Kam b climbed further up the
hill than anyone else, to pro ve that he really is a
geolog ist. Robbie Vogt's suitcase never arrived last
night; when recovered by the airline man y hours later,
it had been robbed of an expen sive telephoto lens.
Sept ember 9: Left early by train for Ca nton, which
my Chinese-printed guideboo k calls Guangz ho u. We
tra veled up to the Chinese border in a hot, crowded,
rather dirty capitalist train ; at the border we walked
across the bridge into Chinese territory and climbed
into an air-cond itioned, comfortable, spo tless ly clean
soc ialist train where the y se rved us green tea . In this
first confrontation , capitalism lo ses.

Now we are moving smoothly through miles of hot,
steamy tropical country, where the canals and embanked streams are heavy with mud. Every inch of
land is in use , mo st of it in rice , but there are patches of
American corn and numerous small fields with other

practiced for centuries. But modernity is there too,

Septem ber 10 , Canton : When we reached Ca nton
yesterday evening, we were met by a large delegation
representing the local and national ministries of education and Sun Vat-sen University, which we are to visit.

Th e Chinese are punctilious hosts. We are learning
that they are always on hand to greet you when you
arr ive; and after everyone has shaken hands with everyone else, starting with the heads of the visiting
delegation and the institution about to be visited, then
you are always taken into a reception room to have

green tea . You sit in over stuffed armchairs that are
protected by antimacassars, but no business is do ne at
that time , because your hosts' primary concern is to

let the visitors rest after their journey. There is here a
charm ing old-fashioned concern for guests that we
rarely displa y in our bustling society.
We are quartered in a characte rless, run-down hotel

that is in process of reconstru ction . Robbie claim s that
it reminds him of a German army barracks, but I've
to ld him that it's luxuri ous comp ared to the United
States Navy's tra ining quarters that lance knew . The
night was exceedingly hot and humid , but I slept hard

crops. Tree-planting projects everywhere. The longleafed pin e I can understand, but why the eucalyptus?
Wa ter buffalo, presumably a prized possession, are
bei ng graze d, with one perso n assigned to watch eac h

buffa lo. Ro bbie Vogt is prepa red to retire as chairman
of Physics, Mathematics and Astronomy to become a
water-buffalo tender. We enco uraged him in this idea,
assuring him that water buffalo would be much easier
to deal with than the Caltech faculty .
The hard-working peasants that we see out the
window don 't look like newspap er pictures of smiling
ch aracters in Mao suits. They are often shirtless, wear

big straw hat s, miscellaneous pants, and look hot and
sweaty like any other humans in this climate . Men and
women work side by side in the rice fields, up to their
knees in water, and bent over fo r hours at a time. Other

peasan ts move along the dirt roads carrying on their
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Murph Goldberger and Madame Wang, a physicist, who was
technical host to the group during most of the trip.
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unti l early morning, when the electric fan ran wild and
sta rted to chew up the roo m. Jerking out the ba se plug
sto pped the carnage, but I couldn't get back to sleep,
and so sat in the window watching the little run -down
cottages behind the hotel where the day's routi ne was
just beginning. E ach fam ily brought out a bucket of
water a nd a wash basin and squatted dow n to wash face
and arms and brus h their teeth. They spit into an open
gutte r a nd dumped their wash wat er there, while
chickens ra n aro und the m as if in a barn yard.
Apparently life in the city is not all that different from
the peasant existence th at we saw yesterday from the
train windows . Clearly, for most people this is a poor
country.
In sha rp contrast, in the evening the officials of the
mini st ry of edu cation took us to dinner at a fam ou s
restaurant, which se rved an exce lle nt and ex oti c meal.

F aced by shee r need to survive, I did surprisingly well
with the chopst icks. The banquet lasted through two
and three-quar ters hours of steady eating and featured
eight main courses plus numerous special vegetable

servings. Thi s is qui te aside from sma ll items equivalent
to hor s d'oeu vre s that we had befor e the meal, and a
soup that ta sted like Fl oating Island th at ended the
feast. ( In China sou p is served at the end , not the
beginni ng, of din ner. ) Besides, two-thirds of the way
through we had a specialty, which con sisted of a kind
of chicken soup filled with muc h solid matter.
To get read y for thi s splendid repast I had taken
a wa lk before supper, and had come upon a long, low
bui lding fro m which came such a noise of high-pitched
voices that I ass umed a politic al meeting must be taking
place. Inste ad, it was a civilia n mess hall where perhaps
200 wo rking men sat in rows on benches, packed solid
aga inst each other, hot and sweaty, as they downed
bowls of rice and a kind of thin stew. Truly, there are
sever al levels of economic existence in this city.
Th e sa me co ntrast ch aracter ize s transportation.

At times it is impossible to cross the street because the bicycle
traffic is so heavy.

Board of Trustees. No more than two of us are ever

permitted to ride in a sing le car, ap parently for fear
that we might be crowded or uncomfort able. O r per haps
it's just protocol aga in.
We have bee n place d under the care of Wu Kuo
Hua, a member of the Fo reign Language Teaching
Group at Tsinghua University. Tsinghua is to be
our princip al institutional host in Ch ina, responsible for
o ur living and travel arrange ments and for paying our

bills. By a somewhat un fortun ate phrase, Tsinghua
was described to us as " the M IT of China ." It is
located in Peki ng and is the scientific sister to Pek ing
Un iversit y, which has a much mo re general curriculum

that sp ans the arts as well as the sciences. Mr. Wu, as
we have learned to ca ll him , is our interpreter, but he

is also responsible for our dail y plan s. He is a goodnatured and patient young man who seems destined to
have a nervous breakdown if we do n' t qu it mak ing
spe cial requests to vis it places not on o ur itinerary.

We are learni ng that, in a highly organized, cen tra lly
administered government like socialist China's, any
deviation from a formally prepared schedule causes

Most people tr avel on foot, or on the thousands of
bicycles that ar e const antly whizzing down each main

administrative consternation and an almost audible

stree t, or on the o ve rc rowded shin y new buse s. At times

sound of gea rs grinding as officials try to redirect what

it's impossible to cross the street because the bicycle
traffic is so heavy . Bu t we, as alleged ly distinguished
visitor s, are taken everywhere in a fleet of state-owned

seems to be massive mac hinery.
A vis it to wh at is now ca lled Sun V at-sen U niversity
was a nostalgic ex perience fo r Stan A very. who studied

cars that crash through the foot and bicycle traffic with
a furious blowin g of horns. Protocol dictates that
Murph must ride in the lead car, and he was fated to
ride a lone until he labored through an explanation of
Stan Avery's distinguished status as chairman of the

there during a yea r that he spen t as a stu dent
in Chin a during 1929-30. The place is run down, but
in a poor country, perhaps it' s a ques tion of regarding
other things as more imme diatel y important than
paint and gar deni ng.
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Sept ember II , Pekin g: We arrived last night after a
flight of more th an I, I00 miles from Ca nton. Geogra phically as well as in population this is a huge
co unt ry, about the size of the United States. Our fl ight
too k us from the humid tropics of southern China up to
the much dr ier plains that surro und Peking, which used
to be ca lled " the north ern ca pital." Expressed differentl y, we went from rice cou ntry to wheat coun try.

university, its uncomfortable recent history , and its

eas tern China, the Yangtze and the Yellow, and over
man y more miles of mountains than of fertile plains or
valleys. I can well und erstand why my handbook says
only II perc ent of China is under culti vation.
Robbie Vogt is destined to be our hard-l uck
trav eler. In addition to having the airline lose his
suitcase, his pajamas have failed to come back from the
hot el laundry, and now he, an insomniac, has been

pressing needs during the immediate future. Our delega tion then responded , with Murph giving a clear and
succinct introductory sta tement, while Bob Christy
and others took up selected aspects of Caltech.
It is becoming very clea r why Caltech was asked to
bring a delegat ion to China. Th e Chinese universit ies
have just emerged fro m a disastrous period of ten
years of neglect and persecution. First, during the
196 0's, the y suffered the Cultural Revolution, during
which the universities were closed and the professors
were sent off to rural areas to learn farming. ( Reflection : Thi s must have been almost as hard on the
farmers as on the profe ssors. ) Then in the 1970's they
were hit by the prejudi ces of the Gang of Four, headed
by Chairman Mao's wife. Being profoundly anti-elitist,
the Gang of Four were also anti-intellectual. When the

ass igned to ro om with me , a snorer. He sa ys it's a

uni versit ies were permitted to reopen on a limited sca le,

conspiracy. He points out that he was the last one to be
served at dinner and that he can 't get any more of the
only brand of Chinese beer that he likes.
If you thought Canton was crowded, you ought to
see Pekin g. Even though the main streets have been
widened into broad boul evards , the y are jamm ed durin g
rush hours with more people than I ever saw before.
Th e handbook says that 95 percent of China's
90 0,000 ,000 people live in the cities and villages of

with only a small percentage of their former enrollment s, they were sent students and new junior faculty
who had been chosen on the basis of polit ical worthiness
rather than on tested or demon strated intellectual
ability. Thi s autumn, for the first time in a decade, the

En rout e we swe pt ove r the two grea t rive rs that drain

eas tern C hina, whil e the arid and mounta inou s wes tern
region s go almos t empt y. There is an alm ost oppressive

uni versities are going to recei ve students who have been
required to take entr ance ex amin ation s.

The new " pragmatic" government that has gotten
rid of the Gang of Four is sharply aware that their
co untry has lost at least ten years of teaching and
research, and in practice the loss must amount to a full

sense of being always engulfed in masses of people.

gene ratio n, because before the Cultural Revolutio n,

In transport ation , as in so man y as pects o f this revol u-

China suffered years of imposed Russification , during
which the universities tried unh appil y to copy the

tio nary soc iety, the new co mpetes with the old: Big,
modern do ub le-length buses (h inged in the middle)
ca rry ove rloads the way San Fr ancisco cab le cars do;
but they a re surrou nded by thousa nds of bicyclists and
pede strians, while o ff in the gutter anc ient horse-drawn

wago ns, hand car ts, and pedica rts strugg le stolidly along.
At intervals the moving crowd scatters precipitately
to make way fo r horn -blo wing official c ars like o urs o r

the omnipresent military truck s of the P.L.A.
Th e newer public buildings that we passed en rout e
to our first day at Tsinghua Univer sity were all done
in the massive rectangular style that Stalin imposed on
Soviet Russia. It's a pity that the Chinese have given
up the ir traditional archi tecture so easily.
At Tsinghua we went through the usual procedure
of being taken into a reception room for tea, but very
soon we were at work . The host institution led off with
careful presentations that described the nature of their
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A typical reception-with a choice of beer or orange soda.
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and day care center. There the children looked
healthy, happy, chubby, and altogether charming. They
did a Tibetan folk dance for the "American friends ,"
as we are termed. (Paying tribute to the culture of
ethnic minorities is a big thing in China just now,
hence the Tibetan touch .) Since both parents work ,
these little children get three meals a day at the school
and can stay overnight if necessary.
September 13, Pekin g: A very good working session at
Peking University today. Here, too , the lag caused by
the Cultural Revolution and the Gang of Four has been
very serious. It is an attractive old campus that

The Imperial Palace at Peking

Russian sys tem that separates teaching from research.

Before that the country was torn up by the civil war
and the war with Japan.
As part of the turn to pragmatism, older scholars
who took higher degrees years ago at American,

incorporates the former Yenching Institute, which was
designed by the American architect Henry Killam
Murphy, who must have felt a well-deserved respect
for traditional Chinese architecture. But the library,
which claims 3,000,000 volumes, got stuck with the
Dewey Decimal system years ago, just as we did at
Caltech. I have a mental picture of some determined
missionary shoving that disastrous cataloging sys te m

down their throats 50 years ago along with Western

European, and Japanese universities have been
"rehabilitated" and are now in positions of authority.

medicine, Christianity, and firearms. The intricate ,
almost arcane, nature of the Chines e language and the

The key person in open ing negotiations with Caltech,
for example, was Chou Pei-yuan, who took his PhD at
Caltech in 1928 (same year as Arnold Beckman) .
Chou is president of Peking University and vice chai rman of the Chin ese Academy of Sciences. These older
scho lars are eager to send both students and faculty to
well-known places like Caltech, so tha t China's
obsolete science can be brought up to date.

fact that it has no alphabet must give librarians some
unusual problems.
By now the varying individual personalities of our
delegation are beginnin g to reveal themselves. Barclay
Kamb is our wanderer. He believes firmly that "a geologist can 't get lo st," and never hesitates to go roving off,

despite the obviou s fact that none of us can either
read the street signs or ask directi ons. His Polaroid
camera is a sensatio n, especially with children.

September 12, Peking: We had a good visit to an
agricultura l commune outside Peking, except that we
had no chance to visit homes or talk casually with
ind ividua ls. Being sensible people , the Chinese have
doubtless seen to it that our experience should be at a
notably successful commune, which this certainly is. It
houses 18,000 families, for a total of about 80,000
people. The commune is so nea rly self-sustaining that
it provide s practically all services for humans, ani mals,
and machines. It feeds itself and exports its surplus to
Peking. T he commune raises cows, pigs, ducks, grain,

rice, and vegetables. Really, it is a kind of wellorganized agricult ural factory run by th e workers in
accordance with a basic ideological scheme that has
been altered to adjust to realit ies. Their most attractive
crop was to be seen at the combination kindergarten
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Barclay's Polaroid camera is a sensation wherever he goes.
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Barcl ay's tec hnique is to indicate by gesture s that he
wa nts to take sorneone's pic ture, then he develops the
photograph whi le the intrigued subject wa its and a
crowd gathers . Then, with a flourish, Barcl ay presents
the picture to his delight ed victim . By that time everyone else wan ts to have his picture ta ken, an d Barclay
has don e more good th an 12 amb assadors.
Seymour Benzer is a wanderer of a different kind .
He is eager to find restaurants that serve such delicacies
as sauteed cobra, braised salamander, three- snake

so up, and dog meat. Stan Avery had an appa rently
limitless supply of red self-adhesive stickers that say
"s mile" in Chinese and show a beaming face drawn
with a few pen strokes. By no w there are people all over
eastern China who have red stickers on their coat lapel
or shirt front. Bob Ca nnon keep s eagerly pra cticing
the list of que stion s and salutations that a Taiwanese
gradua te student prepared for him back at Caltcch (k ey
que stion : "Where is the bathroom?") .Murph Goldberger
is learning so me valuable lessons that a new president

should know . For example, after we had discovered the
blessed fact th at at any hotel we could order a
"Western" breakfast of omelet, toast, and so metimes

sausage , Murph, who is enthusiastic ab out Chinese
food, proposed that we ea t C hinese breakf asts. He was
un anim ously voted down . You can 't press a faculty
too far.

Septemb er 14 , Pekin g: Thi s was a great day. We have
all been clamoring to see the Gre at Wall , and earl y
this morn ing we were driven two hours northwest from
Pekin g to clim b and hike along a sectio n of the wall

that has been rebuilt for miles as an att raction for the
tourist tr ade of both Chinese a nd for eigners. To me, as
a historian, one of the encouraging signs has been to
note that the modern Ch inese, childre n of the most
drastic revolut ion any nation has experienced, queue

up in long lines to gain ad mittance to historic buildings
and site s. Crowds of them were on the wall today,
or having picnic s at the base of this particular section.
Despit e a lifetime of seeing pictures of the Great Wall,
nothing adequately prepares you for the sight of this
immense struc ture snaking its impressive way into the
distan ce, up mountain slo pes and do wn again, as far as

the eye can see-for 1,400 miles, we were told.
On the way home we visited the Ming Dynasty
tombs at Dingling. Here, again , the Chinese government, although run by apostles of revolution , is carefully preserving thi s great historical treasure for its own
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Nothing adequ ately prepares you for the sight of the Great Wall.

people even more than for the lucrative foreign trade.
I couldn't discover whether these monuments to harsh
and unequal rule had been vandalized during the past
30 yea rs, like Cromwell's Puritans scarring the great
cathed rals, or whether the visible dam age and graffiti
were simply the normal work of ancient grave robbers
and modem teen-agers.
In the evening we were taken to see the Peking
Ballet stage a trilogy of highly stylized traditional
Chinese fairy tales, quite free of political propaganda.
I judge that one would not have been able to see this
thr ee or four years ago, for the Gang of Four demanded
politically "relevant" drama. Another sign of China's
return to sanity.

September 15, Peking: Thi s was a fun day, however
academic. I was sent out to Peking University to
explain why Caltech teaches the humanities and social
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sciences. Despite the handicap of working through an
interpreter (one learns to feed him only a few sentences
at a time), this became a very lively session that filled
the three hours before lunch, and the historians in this
mixed audience of faculty and administrators asked me
to return after lunch "to teach a sample class just as
you would at Caltech." Any of my students at Caltech
during the past 30 years would have recognized the
performance that resulted, because I became absorbed
in what I was doing, talked with my hands as r always
do, worked from a map, and moved restlessly about
while fielding questions that seemed to come from all
over the crowded room. Many of the listeners understood a lot of English, and every time the poor interpreter stumbled, because he was an English teacher
who knew no history, four or five of them would jump
on him in furious bursts of Chinese. The pathetic part
of this very active day was the discovery of how
severely these members of my profession felt their
isolation from the great international world of historical
thinking. We kept at it for over three hours.
September J 6, Peking:

An extraordinary event.
Mysteriously we were told that after dinner we should
all go to our rooms, change into a dark suit, clean
shirt, and tie, and wait for a possible call. When the
call came, it was for us to enter a convoy of automobiles
and be driven to the Great Hall of the People. This is
an honor comparable to being summoned to an
audience at the Kremlin or the Vatican. Through the
darkness we swept down to Tian'anrnen Square, swung
past the front of this huge building that can seat 10,000
members of the Communist Party, and were admitted
from the rear into a very high-ceilinged reception room.
There, it developed, our host was to be one of the vice
premiers of China. Wang Chen, one of the survivors of
the Long March. a man greatly honored in the Party
and in governmental circles. He seemed to be in his
late seventies. His present post is Vice Premier for
Industry and Technology.
We sat in the now familiar stuffed armchairs with
antimacassars and were served green tea (of a special
blend, we were told). The president and vice president
of Tsinghua University and the other higher officials
with whom we had been dealing all week were present.
We felt a sense of tension. This meeting meant that the
week had indeed gone as well as we had guessed, and
now Caltech was about to be propositioned. The vice
premier returned to the theme we have heard so often:
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The Cultural Revolution and the Gang of Four have
left China far behind in science, technology, and related
industry; the men trained at CaItech have done well
and arc now restored to authority. Would CaItech form
a partnership with Tsinghua University to train
faculty, postdocs, doctoral candidates, and eventuaIIy
undergraduates?
Murph replied clearly, warmly, but carefully, lest
he overcommit us. He is very good at this delicate
business of diplomatic negotiations for scholarly
objectives. He, Bob Christy, and Stan Avery have
spent hours beating out a basic policy with the Chinese,
while the rest of us have had specialized assignments
or have gone walking about this intriguing city. Now
Murph firmly stated Caltech's reservations, based on
what we have learned from this "on-site" inspection.
First, Caltech is a small place and is determined to
remain so; hence we could not handle a flood of
Chinese scholars. Second, it would be pointless to send
to Caltech any save the very brightest. Third, a working
knowledge of English is essential and must be acquired
before arrival.
Our host, this aging survivor of the original group
that has created modern China, replied with a speech
that must have been outlined to him by his staff on the
basis of the week's negotiations. It was an acceptance,
point for point, of what has been tentatively proposed,
including Bob Christy's suggestion that since it
takes six years to train a doctoral candidate and the
Chinese are in a hurry, the process could be speeded
up by first sending present faculty and postdocs for
relatively brief periods of intensive study (one to two
years). They could then return to China at once to
begin educating younger men and women who could
form the next wave of scholars to be sent for study in
the West.
So there was agreement on both sides, and suddenly
this solemn, fascinating experience was over, amidst a
veritable downpour of expressions of mutual esteem
and hopes for everlasting friendship. The main purpose
of our visit to China has been successfully completed.
Murph and Bruce Murray are to fly back to California tomorrow morning, after we make a visit at
8 a.m. to view the late Chairman Mao's body as it lies
in state (in a glass case) in the huge new mausoleum
that the Chinese erected in record time. So endsthe
first half of our visit. D
Part II will appear in our next issue.
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Robert L.
Daugherty
1885-1978

R o bert L. Daughert y's assoc iatio n
with Caltech extende d over 74 yea rs
- beginning in 1904 when he enroll ed
as a student in T h roo p Po lytechni c
Instit ute, and including 37 year s as
professor of me chanical engineering
and 22 years as professor eme ritus.
H e di ed on Au gust 20 , 197 8, just 19
days sho rt o f his 93 rd birthd ay.
H e was born o n September 14,
1885. in Ind ian apo lis, Indi an a, a nd
later h is fa mily moved to Pasad en a
where he atte nded. and gr aduated
from , Pasad en a H igh School. He
rece ived an AB deg ree from Sta nfo rd
Universit y in 190 9 and served as in-

structor du ring the academic year
1909-10. H e was the n appo inted to
the staff o f Co rne ll U nive rsity, whe re
he served fo r five yea rs. In 1916 he

became professor of hydraulic engineer ing at Ren sselaer Polytechnic
Institute and in 1919 joined the Caltech faculty ( still Th roop Po lytechn ic
Institute at th at tim e ) as professor o f
mech anical a nd hydrauli c engineering.
In th ese 4 7 yea rs o f teac hin g
Pro fesso r D aughert y inspired severa l
generatio ns o f enginee rs both in his
cla sses and through his writi ng. H e
was the aut ho r of 29 tech nical papers
and 3 boo ks. H is very successful textbook H ydraulics was first p rint ed in
1916 and. in an updated form, is st ill
in pr int. M an y tho usan ds of stud ents
have fo und this book an excellent
int rod uct ion to th e subject, and
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Professor D au gh erty explained its
success by point ing o ut th at when he
a rrived at Co rne ll U niversi ty, he was
assig ned to teach five sec tions of
hydraulics. After two years of thi s inten sive teaching he kn ew eve ry qu estion a student cou ld ask abo ut
hydr aulics. and he wrot e his book so
as to answe r all o f th ose qu est io ns.
Pro fessor Dau gherty was a man of
great ene rgy and har d wo rk. and this
wa s evide nt throughout his caree r. H e
went to Co rn ell with the ra nk of
instructo r, expec ting to wo rk fo r an
adva nced deg ree . However, during h is
first year, he was pro moted to assistant
p rofesso r, which mad e him ineligible
to receive an adva nced deg ree from
Co rne ll, As a spec ial favo r, Sta nford
U niversity perm itted him to register
as a gra d ua te student fo r two years
and waived the residen ce requirement.
He reported to Stanford upon his
research and submitted a th esis for
whi ch he was award ed th e ME degree.
His thes is wa s published by th e
McG raw-Hill Book Co mpa ny in 1913
unde r th e tit le Hydraulic Turbines,
a nd th is esta blishe d him as a leading
ex pert in th e field. His second book,
C entrif ugal Pu m ps, was published in
1915. Publicati on of H ydraulics in
19 16 mea nt th at within seven years of
graduating from co llege Daughert y
had publishcd 3 boo ks and 8 tech ni cal
pap er s.
In his long associ ation with C altec h,

Pro fessor D au ghert y accumulated a
vast fu nd of anecdotes that he enjoyed
reco un ting. One of these sto ries deal t
with the inauguratio n of the
Athen aeum. Wh en the bui ld ing was
com pleted in 1930, a fo rm al inau gural
ban quet was hel d, Pro fesso r Da ug he rty
showed up at the affa ir in his t uxedo
and was me t by an agit ated D r, Millikan. who said. " It is too co ld for the
lad ies in the ir fo rma l d resses, and no
o ne know s how to start the furn ace.
Can you d o som eth ing abo ut it?" So
Professor Daughert y went d own in
the basement and tri ed to figure o ut
how the furn ace could be sta rted. By
the time he succeed ed , adjusted the
tem pe ratures, and ret urned up sta irs,
th e food had been se rved and the ba nqu et co mpleted-so his par ticipat ion
in th e inau gu rati o n o f th e Ath en aeum
co ns isted o f serving as a full-d ress
sto ke r in th e basement.
P rof essor Dau ghert y took his teach ing very se rio usly and much en joye d
his co ntacts wit h the students. W illia m
Holl aday, '24, te lls how Pro fessor
D augh ert y handled his class follow ing
a ton sillectomy. D aughert y never willin gly missed a cla ss, so even th ough
he wa s unable to speak after his operation , he came to cla ss, stood at the
blackboard, and had th e stude nts as k
him que stio ns. Then he wrote the
answers o n the boar d.
In addit ion to h is academic life he
pu rsued an active p rofessio nal ca ree r,
se rving as co nsultant o n ma ny impo rtant en gineerin g proj ect s, mo st o f
which invo lved in some way pumps or
turbin es. In the 1930 's, togeth er with
his co lleagues Theodore von Ka rm an
and Robert Kn app, he served as consu ltant on the design o f the precedentsett ing water pumps for the Colorado
River Aqueduct. At that time, th is wa s
the largest pumping project in th e
world , and it has since played an important ro le in th e develo pment o f
so uthe rn Ca lifornia . Later he se rved
as co nsu lta nt o n the de sign o f the
65 .000 hp pumps fo r the Grand
Co ulee Dam an d Irrigatio n Project
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on the Columbia River, which in the
1940's became the biggest pumping
project in the world.
The consulting that gave Daugherty
the greatest personal satisfaction was
his solution of the ventilation problem
on the Moffat Tunnel of the Denver
and Rio Grande Railroad. The tunnel
was at that time the longest in the
world used by steam locomotives.
Professor Daugherty was called in
when it was found that the ventilation
system could not clear the tunnel of
smoke and exhaust gases. When he
analyzed the situation, he perceived
that a train passing through the tunnel
could be thought of as a large loosefitting piston pushing air ahead of it.
He could also sec that if the ventilation
system were to be operated so as to
take advantage of the piston effect
instead of opposing it, the problem
could be solved. This consulting
project led to the publication of a
paper, "Piston Effect of Trains in
Tunnels" (Trans. Amer. Soc. 0/ Mech.
Engr., Vol. 64. 1942), and in a discussion of the paper the chief engineer
of the railroad stated that not only did
the solution provide adequate ventilation but accomplished it at a 35 percent reduction in operating cost.
In 1946, following World War II,
the first evidences of southern California smog appeared. and Professor
Daugherty immediately became interested in the problem. In 1948 he was
appointed chairman of the advisory
committee to the hearing board of the
Los Angeles County Air Pollution
Control District. After his retirement
from Caltech in 1956, at the age of
70, he served for 17 years as a fulltime member of this board, and it was
largely due to his good advice that
the problem of industrial contribution
to the smog was solved in an efficient
and cooperative way.
On the occasion of his 90th birthday party, which was celebrated at the
Athenaeum in 1975, he mentioned in
the course of the conversation that he
had not yet requested his annuity
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payments to begin-after all, the
salary he received for serving on the
hearing board was greater than the
salary he had had as professor at Caltech and he did not need the money.
What the Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association made of an annuitant who had not yet started collecting
pension payments at the age of 90 can
be imagined.
In recognition of his many professional achievements he was made a
Fellow of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. He always
took great satisfaction in his membership in professional societies, particularly ASME. thc American Society for
Engineering Education, Society of
Sigma Xi, and Society of Tau Beta Pi.
Another side of Professor Daugherty's career involved the development
of the city of Pasadena. He served on
the city's Board of Directors from
1927 to 1931, and he was Mayor from
1929 to 1931. These were particularly
difficult years for city governments
and were especially difficult for Pasadena. The new City Hall had been
constructed on Garfield Avenue, and
the new Central Library building had
been constructed at the north end of
that street. To complete the project an
auditorium building was to be built at
the south end. Although it was in the
midst of the depression years, Professor Daugherty worked out a
successful financing plan, and the
resulting Pasadena Civic Auditorium
became the nucleus for many future
developments in the downtown area.
He received a number of citations for
his contributions to the city of Pasadena; the most recent was presented
in the spring of 1978 by the Pasadena
Beautiful Foundation.
One of the stories Professor Daugherty told about some of his duties as
mayor had to do with a throw-away
newspaper that started up in Pasadena
during his term of office. This paper
tended to publish the more libelous
news items, and Professor Daugherty
noticed that though many of those

dealing with the city government were
erroneous, they were nevertheless
generating unhappiness among the
citizenry. So he went to the newspaper
office to discuss the problem. The
editor explained that all the news items
were typed up on slips of paper and
put on a spindle on his desk; when he
needed filler for the paper. he took the
items off the spindle. He then claimed
that he did not have time to check
these items for accuracy or truthfulness. Said Daugherty, "If you don't
object, I will check them for you."
From then on, every Monday morning. Professor Daugherty stopped in at
the editor's office, went through the
slips on the spindle, and threw those
that he did not approve of in the
wastebasket. He considered this a
great contribution to harmonious city
government.
Professor Daugherty married Marguerite Rayner in 1932. Together
over the years they maintained a special interest in Calteeh students and
other members of the Caltech community. They were hosts at many
parties. and they attended almost all
Caltech functions. On Alumni Day
each year he was always the first on
hand to greet those who came to
campus-not only those he had known
during his tenure as a faculty member,
but also younger alumni-on behalf of
Caltech, the Alumni Association. and
the Gnome Club. He was at the 1978
Alumni Day on May 13. attending
the seminars and, at the end of the
day. joining the 1953 class reunion in
Millikan Board Room.
His friends all agree that Robert
Daugherty was an unusual man. He
was a "gentleman of the old school,'
an exceptional writer of textbooks, an
innovative and productive engineer,
an unusually effective leader in our
community, and an inspiration to
many generations of students. Few
institutions have had the good fortune
to claim the allegiance and active
support of such a man over a: span of
so many years. D
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We're looking for
engineers who can't wait
to get to work.
We 're looking for people who are look ing
for a real j ob. One that offers challenging
wo rk. Respon sible work.
That's wh at you can expect at General
E lectric.
At GE , you'll be handed important
assignments right from the start.
You ca n do as much of the job as you're
ca pa ble of do ing. If you need help, it's
there. If not , nobody butts in.
Here's the kind of thing we're talking about; some re cent exa m ples of jobs
hand led by new GE engineers:
1. cu« rle « P. Aerospace systems
manufactu r ing. Develor and docume nt a direct n um erica control
system.
2. S tcvc O. Design engi neering.
Desig n test equ ipment fo r attitude
control system of new commu nications satellite.
3. Norma L. Steam-turbine manufacturi ng. I n vest iga te , analyze and
obtain funds for solu t ion of shop
problems.
4.Stcl'lulllic B . Medi cal syst ems
se r vice engi neer ing. Installation and
t est of new hospital radiographic and
fluoroscopic x-ray system.
5. .1Iel D . Field engineering. Apprai sal
load testing of low and medium-vol tage
switc hgea r and power transformers for
uti lit y and industri al a pp lications.
There's a good re a son GE hands
peopl e lik e th at -like yo u -real
wo rk assignments. It's t he best way
to devel op t he skills you will need
t h roughout you r career. Yo u devel op
in it ia t ive a nd creati vity. And
re spon sibil ity. And GE a lso knows
there's little to match t he glow you feel
wh en vou make an important
cont rib ution.
You ca n make your contr ibut ion in
j us t about any field of e ng ine e ring at GE.
We're that d iversified in di sciplines.

If you like the kind of challenge
and re sp on sihil itv that GE offers, we'd
like to hear from yo u. Send for our
free careers booklet. Ju st write:
Gen eral El ectric, Educational
Communicat ion s ,WID, Fairfield,
Con ne cticut 06431.
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